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Ill Congressman

Michael
Oxley to visit WSU

U.S. Rep. Michael Oxley,

R-Findlay, co-author of the

Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002,
will speak at Wright State
University on how businesses
can best comply with legislation. Oxley will visit Wright
State on Wed., May 28, from
3:30 p.m. until 4:30 p.m. in
the Berry Room of the Ervin
J. Nutter Center. The event is
sponsored by WSU's Raj Sain
College of Business.

Ill Golden

Key golf tournament benefits Ronald
McDonald House

The WSU chapter of the
Golden Key International
Honour Society will host a
golf tournament at Adventure Golf in Dayton on Sat.,
May 31, from 10 a.m. until 3
p.m., with all proceeds benefiting the Ronald McDonald
House of Dayton.
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■ Grant to help conflicted youth
The Robert Wood Johnson Foundation has granted
Reclaiming Futures-Montgomery County, Ohio, $1 million dollars for the next four
years to address substance
abuse treatment issues and
services for young people in
Montgomery County who are

involved in the juvenile justice system.
"If youth make a wrong
decision, it can affect their
lives forever in a negative

way. If they make the right

decision, youths have the
opportunity to grow and
become successful. Their
needs are now, their challenges are now," said director Richard Rapp of the WSU
School of Medicine.

Share
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77--5557

The Raj Soin College of Business hosted a presentation on succession planning, entitled
"Miami Valley Best Practices in Human Resources: A Panel Discussion," by Anita Moore, the
vice president of human resources for the Berry Company. She joined the company in 1983
and has enjoyed a successful career in the sales, training and human resource organizations.

Campus Crime
Arson/Related offenses
May 2 3: Two instance of
vehicle damage were reported to a cars parked in Forest
Lane.
May 2 3: Criminal damaging
was reported in relation to a
vehicle parked in lot 4.
May 26: A vandalism complaint was found false when
the owner admitted to using
the wrong colored touch-up
paint on his vehicle.

To better serve

you,
you can now order
your parking permit
on ROX!
Check it out!

rox.wright.edu

Investigation
May 26: A missing person's

report was investigated and
the case was closed when the
subject was found to be living with a friend off campus.
Liquor /Drug offenses
May 23: Citations for alcohol
offenses involving minors
was issued in College Park.
May 25: A citation for drug
paraphernalia was issued in
Boston Hall after WSUPD
investigated an odor of marijuana complaint.
Public Peace offenses
May 19: A telephone harassment was investigated at a
residence in College Park.
Larceny/Theft

May 20: A textbook theft was

May 20: A report of

a possi-

ble motor vehicle theft was
investigated in lot 9 at the
Nutter Center.

•·

May 22: A report of passing

bad checks to purchase

books at the Barnes and

Noble University Bookstore

was investigated.
May 2 2: A purse was reported stolen from a motor vehicle parked in lot 4.
May 2 2: Money was reported
stolen from an office at the
Creative Arts Center.
May 24: Credit cards and a
checkbook were reported
stolen from a book bag left
in a room in the Russ Engineering building.

investigated in the library.
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Malcolm X's
@

daughter visits WSU
Ilyasah Shabazz spoke about the
experiences of her mother and father
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had to the Nation of Islam in
hopes that if anything happened to him, the nation
would take care of his family. However, following X's
departure from Islamic
group, the firebombing of
their house and the assassination of X, Betty was left
with nothing to raise her

children.

"She (Betty Shabazz) saw

her husband assassinated,

tt

llyasah Shabazz, one of Malcom X's daughters, who
tours colleges as an author, lecturer and activist, spoke
at Wright State University last week during "An Evening
Discussing Life in the Shadow of a Legacy." The African
American Studies Program and the Bolinga Black Cultural Resource Center hosted the event.

Ty Swonger
News Writer
Through entries from
her new book titled Growing
Up X, Ilyasah Shabazz, Malcolm X's third daughter,
offered the WSU audience a

3

glimpse into her life. However, the book's focus is not
exclusively on her father, it
equally highlights the trial
and tribulations of her mother, Betty Shabazz.
According to Shabazz,
her father gave everything he

her house fire bombed and
was homeless, penniless and
with six children," said
Shabazz, who received a
master's of science degree in
education and human
resources development from
Fordham University.
Shabazz fielded questions from the audience,
which was comprised mainly
by members of the Dayton
community, following the
entries from the book. Many
in attendance were disheartened by the lack of campus
involvement in the event.
"I was shocked to see the
room so empty, after allshe is the daughter of Malcolm X. The room should
have been filled with students," said Kamilah Bryant,
the political action chair of

"She was here to preserve the legacy of her
father and to show the
audience a side of the
man rarely seen, X the
family man and the
father."
-Frank Dobson, director of the Bolinga Center
the WSU chapter of the
NAACP.
Shabazz's answers were
somewhat brief and conservative in attempt to not
speak on her father's behalf,
said director of the Bolinga

Center of Black Culture, Dr.

Frank Dobson.
"She was here to preserve the legacy of her father
and to show the audience a
side of the man rarely seen,
X the family man and the
father," he said.
Although Shabazz didn't
take a political stance at the

event, Dobson believes that

the book possess a "subtle,
almost veiled" political quality.
However, Shabazz did
provide some perspective on

her father's views. "I don't
think my father's views were
very extreme, but more common sense," she said. "I
think now we can hear what
he was saying, I think people
are more open to listen."
Dobson described the
evening as an "absolutely
positive experience" for the
WSU community and the surrounding Dayton community.
Corey Leftridge, assistant
director to the Bolinga Center agreed with Dobson.
"This is what the center
is all about, making stronger

ties between the WSU and

the Dayton community, by
providing these types of
intellectual speakers," said
Leftridge.

"She (Betty Shabazz)
saw her husband assassinated, her housed fire
bombed and was homeless, penniless and with
six children," said
llyasah Shabazz, the
third daughter of activist
Malcolm X.

Shiites demonstrate against U.S. occupation of Iraq
Shiites call for Islamic leadership
Dion Nissenbaum and

Maureen Fan
Knight Ridder Newspapers
More than 1,000 Shiites
marched Monday in Baghdad

® o protest the US. occupa-

tion of Iraq and call for a
unified Islamic government,
in the latest sign of frustration with American-style

nation-building.

"No, no for America," the
protesters chanted. "Yes, yes
for al Hawza," an influential

council of Islamic clerics in
the city of Najaf.
Other religious and eth-

nic groups in Iraq also are

frustrated with the slow pace
of establishing a new govern-

ment. Iraqi political hopefuls

have started to question
America's commitment to
rebuilding a free Iraq.
U.S. officials say they
must first halt rampant
crime and restore basic services in Baghdad. But the danger is that if the process
drags on too long, competing
ethnic and political groups
might take advantage of the
power vacuum and try to
carve up the nation. Once
that happens, American
troops would be hardpressed to dislodge these
locally accepted chiefs from
their power bases.
In the Shiite protest, one
of the largest in Baghdad
since the war ended, protesters carried banners that read

"We want the Iraqis who
are honest, not the
thieves."
Text from a sign at the
Shiite protest
"Iraq built by the Iraqis" and
"We want the Iraqis who are
honest, not the thieves." A
large green sign hanging
across a street said, "Al
Hawza will choose the government, not the hotels of
the rich people," a reference
to the Iraqi political parties
taking over private clubs and
hotels.
Several women in black
abayas, the Muslim head-tofoot covering for women,
approached reporters and
declared, "I want electricity. I
want water. I want security."
Security guards stood on

the rooftops with AK-47
rifles as the crowd walked
peacefully to a mosque for
prayers.
In northern Iraq, meanwhile, Arab-Kurdish violence
over the weekend left at least
nine people dead and dozens
wounded. And the U.S. military has warned that a committed core of Saddam Hussein loyalists is trying to sabotage the rebuilding effort.
The dispute between
Iraqi leaders and U.S. officials is over the fundamental
questions of who should run
an interim government, when
they should take over and
what they should be allowed
to control. There also is a
running battle within the
Bush administration between
Pentagon civilians who support former Iraqi exile leader
Ahmed Chalabi and CIA,

State Department and uni-

·formed military officials who
argue that it's now clear that
Chalabi has little support
from his countrymen.
Hoshayr Zebari, a
spokesman for the Kurdish
Democratic Party, warned
that America's talk of freeing
Iraq from repression would
ring hollow unless the United
States turned over authority
to local leaders.
"The danger is that people will see this as not a liberation campaign, but an
occupation," said Zebari,
whose group has been closely allied with the United
States.
U.S. officials at first were
eager to turn over limited
power and authority to Iraqi

See SHIITES I Page 4
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New biological sciences chair announced
Former chair promoted to dean of the college of science and mathematics

Dr. David Goldstein
Jake Stanley
Assistant News Editor
The WSU department of
biological sciences
announced the appointment
of Dr. David Goldstein as
new chair of the department,
replacing Michele Wheatly,
Ph.D., who was promoted to
dean of the college of sci-

ence and mathematics in July
2002.
A search committee
headed by James Runkle,
Ph.D., professor of biological
sciences, was chosen to seek
a candidate to fill the position that Goldstein has occupied as interim chair since
July of last year. The department chose Goldstein after a
national search.
"I'm honored to receive
this vote of confidence from
the members of the department and look forward to
exciting years ahead," said
Goldstein.
Goldstein is a graduate
of the University of Pennsylvania. He received his Ph.D.
from UCLA and did his postgraduate training at the University of Arizona. He serves

as programming officer for
the comparative physiology
section of the American
Physiology Society.
"This position (programming officer) entails responsibility for coordinating all
programming in comparative
physiology for the annual
meetings of the American
Physiological Society, the
country's premier association of biomedical physiologists, through the year
2006," said Goldstein.
This will also include the
International Union of Physiological Sciences meeting in
2005 and the Comparative
Physiology Congress in 2006,
according to Goldstein.
Goldstein has also directed undergraduate mentoring
in environmental biology, a

"I'm honored to receive
this vote of confidence
from the members of the

including five (participants)
currently entered into WSU's
master programs."
Goldstein is looking for-

department and look for- ward to contributing to Wh®'g®
ward to exciting years
ahead."
-Dr. David Goldstein,
chair of the department
of biological sciences
program funded by the
National Science Foundation.
The program is focused on
providing research experience and career-building
opportunities to students.
"[It] seeks to enhance the
participation of population
groups that are under-represented in environmental biology," said Goldstein. "So far
a numerous number of
participants have gone on to
post-graduate education,

our

The Guardian...

Every
Wednesday.
www.theguardianonline.com

he says is an already productive and dynamic department.
"In addition to continuing to promote an environment conducive to active
engagement in research, I
hope to promote continued
development of departmental areas of strength,
enhanced communication
with our alumni, increased
graduate enrollment and
continued inspection of the
curriculum relative tc the
evolving needs of our students," he said.
"In some ways the chair
is the face of the department," said Wheatly.

the Miami Valley to be accredited by
AACSB International, the highest accrediting
body for business colleges in the U.S.
And our Master of Accountancy program is
the only one in the region accredited by

ethical decision-making and teamwork.

But our focus goes well beyond student
education. We also provide professional,
entrepreneurial and economic development
assistance to businesses and local
governments ... to help our region prosper.

U
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Through top quality corporate,
'alumni and student advisory
boards, and other stakeholders,

leaders, but they delayed the
plan until they can restore a
sense of normalcy to Baghdad.

_Water and electricity arc®)

still in short supply. Carjacking, looting and robbery are
rampant.

AACSB.

/we continually fine-tune our
underguaduate and graduate
'programs to meet the changing
'needs of business. Wright State

'continues to lead the way. In fact,
'our underguaduate business programs
'and MBA program were first in

AACSB

RAJ SOIIN

College of Business

WRIGHT STATE
UNIVERSITY

www.wright.edu/business
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From SHIITES I Page 3

The Raj Soin College of Business is Raising the Bar
on Business Education
nderstanding business
principles is not enough to
succeed in today's complex
global marketplace. CEOs say they're
looking for much more- employees with a
global perspective, who demonstrate
,analytical thinking, computer proficiency,

•
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3286 Ney Germany-Trebein Rd.
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Web site helps colleges, schools ensnare plagiarists
Jennifer Peltz

(KRT

•

By making research a
matter of a mouse click, the
World Wide Web also made
plagiarism as easy as cutting
and pasting.
But the Web also makes
it easier to snare plagiarists,
as some Florida colleges, universities and schools are letting their students know.
The University of Central
Florida ran more than 19,000
student papers through an
online copy-checker during
the spring semester alone.
The University of Florida
in Gainesville signed up in
March for the same for-profit
service, called Turnltln.com.
Boca Raton-based Florida
Atlantic University will start
offering the service to all its

professors this summer,
after using it in some English
and writing classes for a few
years. Several Florida community colleges and a group
of Florida high-school international baccalaureate programs also have bought
licenses to use Turnitin.com,
according to the company.
Created by University of
California researchers, Turnltln isn't the only online
anti-plagiarism service, but
university administrators
and academic-technology
experts say it's seen as a
leader. According to company co-founder John Barrie,
about 2,500 colleges and universities and 4,000 high
schools use it.
The service compares
students' submissions with

Web pages, published material and the company's archive
of previous student papers,
to the discomfort of some
students and educators.
Within 24 hours, the service
highlights places in which
even eight words of the submission match another
source, Barrie said.
The company cautions
that the reports shouldn't be
considered proof of plagiarism, only as just cause for
scrutinizing citations. A
report might highlight, for
instance, a properly footnoted quotation.
Supporters say such
services prevent cheaters
from prospering and deter
others from plagiarizing in
the first place.
Surveys have found as

many as many of 40 percent
of students admit to copying
from 'the Internet without citing sources, according to the
Center for Academic Integrity, a group of colleges and
schools that contemplates
ways to combat cheating.
At UCF, student-rights
office director Patricia MacKown says Turnltln.com
helped turn up plagiarism
even in the work- of a doctoral candidate_ and three
undergraduates who simultaneously turned in the same
paper to the same class.
But some educators say
the· technology creates a climate of suspicion on campus. "It doesn't promote an
environment of trust," says

•
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Duke University's Diane
Waryold, who runs the Center for Academic Integrity.
Some institutions and
students also are unsettled
by Turnltln's practice of
expanding its basis for comparisons by keeping an electronic version of every paper
it is asked to check_
stripped of personal identifiers, the company says.
Turnltln's lawyers say
the practice doesn't violate
academic privacy or intellectual-property laws, pointing
to federal copyright laws
allowing "fair use" that doesn't diminish a work's marketability. Their argument
hasn't been tested in a court.
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Three U.S. soldiers killed, six injured
Dion Nissenbaum and Tim
Potter
Knight Ridder Newspapers
Three American soldiers
were killed and six injured in
a spate of attacks and two
accidents in Iraq Monday,
one of the most violent days
since American troops rolled
into its capital last month.
The attacks, including an
ambush, occurred on the
same day that Paul Bremer
III, the top U.S. official in
Iraq, declared a "new era" for
the nation and spoke of
selecting leaders for a new
government. Yet many Iraqis

warned they will resist any

U.S.-imposed government,

demanding that a national
congress be held this summer to select their new leaders.
Bremer and other American reconstruction leaders
are distancing themselves
from calls for a national congress, and say they will
choose the country's interim
leaders.
But Monday's violence
shows that American troops
continue are continuing to
face both armed and political
resistance to their efforts to
establish order in Iraq.

April 12, 13, 18, 19, 20, 26, 27;
May 3, 4, 10, 11, 17, 18, 23, 24

U.S. military officials ·
were withholding the names
of the dead and injured
pending notification of relatives. One soldier was killed
and three were injured when
a Humvee struck a landmine
or some other explosive in
the outskirts of Baghdad. A
statement by the U.S. Central
Command said the incident
"appears to be a result of
hostile action."
Another soldier was
killed and two injured when
a tractor trailer collided with
a Humvee in what appeared
to be an accident on a main
supply route northwest of
the Talil, about 170 miles
south of Baghdad.
The third death occurred
when a soldier drowned after
diving into an aqueduct
south of Kirkuk in northern
Iraq. A Central Command
statement said fellow soldiers retrieved the victim
when he failed to surface. He
died in a field medical facili-

ty.

The other injury
occurred when American
troops encountered fire in an
ambush near the town of
Hadithah, about 120 miles
northwest of Baghdad.
In a statement issued
Monday, the U.S. military
said that gunmen fired
assault rifles, machine guns
and rocket-propelled
grenades at a convoy of the
3rd Armored Cavalry Regiment.
"The eight-vehicle convoy
was conducting a resupply
mission from Al Asad Air
Base to Al Qaim (on the Syrian border) when it was
attacked at about 6: 15 a.m.
(0215 GMT)," the statement
said.
In another attack, a military police position in Baqoba north of Baghdad that
had been used by Shiite militiamen came under grenade
attack, but no one was
injured. While searching for

•

ID

Iraq

the attackers, U.S. troops
with the Fifth Corps killed a
woman who continued to
walk toward them after being
told to stop. The woman
allegedly carried two
grenades.

Share
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Get fit. Get paid.
For part-time Package Handlers at FedEx Ground,
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FedEx Ground
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Truth Be Told

Wright State University "Reloaded" )

Mohamed Al-Hamdani
Opinion Editor

By the time this issue
comes out in print we
should have about 18 more
days left of school if you
count finals, and for those
graduating, 18 more days
till the end of your college
career and the beginning of
something else, the start of
your life in the "real world".
You know something that
always gets me: when people say that we're going into
the "real world". What? Is
college part of a hologram
world or some fake world,
or maybe we are like the
hobbits in Lord of the Rings,
living in middle earth, or

Th 3uali
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better yet living in a dream
like digitally programmed
world known as the Matrix.
If you think about it
though, we are somewhat
living in a Matrix-like world
that is known as Wright
State University. Everyone
seems to be going about

their business half-asleep

most of the time; in fact
many of you sleep while
reading this paper or while
attending class. We are also
oppressed by a system that
makes sure the students are
unaware of what's going on
in the "real world".
We are controlled by a
system of oppression placed
upon us by the evil bureaucratic machines also known
as the Administration and
their evil agents played by
the Faculty Senate.
But wait, there is hope!
Part of the machine world is
breaking off from its evil
grip and are now helping
wake some of the students
up. I, myself, was awakened
by them; they are known as
the STAFF. They showed me
the right path, and made

sure I knew what I was
doing and prophesized that
one day I will graduate.
I see myself as more like
Morpheus, in search of that
one person that will lead the
masses of Wright State University in the right direction,
and no his/her name is not
NEO. Unfortunately, that one
person has proven to be
very illusive, since many of

you feel that "i>orance is
bliss" and are content in living in the Matrix.

Another problem I face is
that many of my freed
brothers and sisters of the
Student Organizations do
not share the same vision
that I have. They are content
with the things as they are
and are content to stay put
and def end their grounds.
They are too busy attempt-

ing to fatten that resume

and gain more money from
the Student Organization
Budget Committee.
The fight has been tough
for many us, lasting four,
five, six or even seven years.
We have lost many of those
who have fought. They have

been flushed, disregarded or
killed by the system through

the use of graduation, drop-

ping out or just plain old
failing. For those who are

graduating, the end is here

and they are now being
flushed by the system.
The gap created by the
graduating students will be
replaced by the machine.
They will be replaced by
newborn fresh humans
known as Freshmen and will
be the supporting life line
for Wright State University
for the four, five, six or
seven years that they are
here. However, it will be
your job to awaken those
freshmen to the "obviousness of the truth" and show
them the right path.
It is my hope that the
fight wiH continue, and one
day the oppressed people
known as the students of
Wright State University will ) )
wake up from their dream
world, and realize what
needs to be done, that is of
course unless the WSUMatrix gets "Reloaded".

Terrorism alarm bells
Knight Ridder/Tribune
News Service

(KRT)
Americans made a reasonable assumption after the
terrorist attacks of Sept. 11,
2001_ that our law enforcement officials and intelligence agencies had learned
from their mistakes and
taken steps to make sure
those errors are never
repeated.
Take the issue of communication between federal law
enforcement agencies and
local police departments.
Local police officials have
long complained that, in
their dealings with federal
agencies such as the FBI,
information sharing has been
a one-way street. It was in an
attempt to do better that the

FBI created a network of 66
federally mandated anti-terrorism units that team federal agents with their counterparts at the local level.
Now the Justice Department and the Police Executive Research Forum have
put out a 102-page report
concluding that these joint
task forces are understaffed
and still face obstacles in
conducting terrorism investigations. There are lingering
complaints from local law
enforcement officials who
say that they still feel as
though they are not getting
all the information they
need. One reason may be
budget constraints, and the
reluctance of some local
police chiefs to invest the
manpower to participate in
the task forces.

However we got here,
alarm bells are going off.
Twenty months after the
attacks, it is simply unacceptable that law enforcement officials might still be
digging around for a new
strategy to combat terrorism
by making sure the right
hand knows what the left is
doing. Information sharing
and other forms of cooperation are essential to law
enforcement.
That is the message that

needs to trickle down to both
local and federal agencies. It)
had better trickle quickly.
/

Americans have a right to
their assumptions. They have
learned their lesson. And if
there is one thing they now
know, it is that fighting terrorism is a high-stakes battle
with little room for error.

www.TheGuardianOnline.com
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Stem-cell policy must keep up with science
Knight Ridder/Tribune
News Service

(KRT
When President Bush set
limits in August 2001 on
what stem cells could be
used for medical research,
scientists worried this might

eventually curtail their work.

But they thought there were
enough stem-cell lines to let
them work for years without
problems.

Two developments are

proving them wrong. Matters
are serious enough that Bush

should revise his policy so
scientists can move forward
with research that promises
to help cure many debilitating diseases.

Stem cells extracted from
5-day-old human embryos

can be coaxed to grow into
most of the more than 200
kinds of cells the human
body contains. The idea is to
use these primitive cells to

cure such diseases as Parkinson's and juvenile diabetes

and to repair damaged

organs.
When Bush announced his

policy limiting use of stem
cells in federally funded
research, the administration

said there were more than 70

stem-cell lines, or families of
cells, that researchers could
use.
But the new director of the
National Institutes of Health,
Elias Zerhouni, now says that
so far only 11 such cell lines
are useful for research.
Because of that, the Bush
restrictions are slowing scientific advances.
That's not all. As The
Washington Post reported

recently, new advances in the

way stem-cell lines can be
grown have run into trouble,

too. The Bush policy forbids
spending public money for
research on any stem-cell line
not in existence before Aug.
9, 2001. But in recent
months, unexpected developments have made it possible
to produce more medically
promising lines.

Rep. Sen. Arlen Specter

and others are pressing the
president to modify his poli-

cy so researchers can use

what Specter calls "these new

safer stem-cell lines."
It's sometimes difficult to
balance the moral, ethical
and economic considerations
in life sciences research.
Elected officials must set pol-

icy that is flexible but consis-

tent with historic national

values.

In this case, scientists say
a tightly drawn presidential
policy is preventing research
that offers hope to many ailing people. The president
should modify the policy to
let scientists work more
quickly.

Health risks fly as phys ed dives
Frank Deford

That's because this epidemic
is just called fatness.
(KRT)

For the long term, the
greatest threat to our society is not al-Qaeda and it is
not North Korea and it is

not Iraq. It is the way we

choose to live, how much we
choose to sit, how much we
choose to eat.
We're supposed to be
such a sports-loving society,
but in fact, more and more
• we are letting a few actually
play sports while the rest of
us watch. Our children are
even more inactive than we

As many as one-fourth of
our children are obese, a
number that's doubled in
the last decade. And diseases generally associated
with obesity and inactivity,
like diabetes and cardiovascular or attention deficit disorders, are rapidly increasing.
Our kids are simply not
exercising enough. What
games they play are videos
sitting on their big bottoms.
Only a quartet of American
children get so much

as an

are. Researchers believe that accepted minimum of physi-

the generation in school now
will be the first in American
history that will live a shorter life than its parents.
Dr. Frank Booth, a physiologist at the University of
Missouri, has even given a
name to embrace what is
killing so many of us, sedentary death syndrome, SDS.
For all we attend to the
threat from abroad, we're
not doing nearly enough to
protect us from ourselves,
from our indulgences and
our sloth. Our children are
at risk of an epidemic no
less than what they suffered
in the past from diphtheria
or typhoid or polio, only it's
not nearly as dramatic so
nobody's raising money to
fight it.
[ii

cal activity. And while we'
continue to spend billions of
dollars on sports, much of it
at schools and colleges,
funding for physical education plummets. The best
estimates are that today half
of all students and threefourths of high school students receive no physical
education whatsoever.
In America, PE has
become PI, physical illitera-

cy. Part of the reason for

this is choice. As more and
more states require students
to take standardized tests in
various academic subjects,
money and time are taken
from physical education so
the children can learn better
how to take tests. Subjects

being sacrificed on the altar
of test taking.
Might it be worth remembering that Socrates said
that two main keys to a

young person's development
are the fine arts and athletics. In fact, we know that
healthy active bodies
encourage clear thinking.
Kids would probably do bet-

ter on those standardized
tests if they had more physical education.

It is ironic, too, that
because so many of our best
athletes are black or Hispanic, this creates an overall
illusion. The fact is that the
amount of PE a child
receives is very much a
function of class. Poor
minority children tend to be

in even worse shape than
those children of the soccer

moms in the suburbs where
funding for PE has not been
cut so badly.
Of course, this is not to
say the kids themselves
don't understand what
they're missing. This is why

more and more adolescent

boys who have grown up fat
and inactive have now started to use steroids or other
drugs to make themselves
look buff and athletic.
But then that's another
epidemic.

LAST

CHANCE

like music and art are also
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West coast style pizza draws crowd
Krystle Barger

®)

Features

Editor

California Pizza Kitchen,
conceptualized in 1985 by
two west-coast dwellers, has
caused a stir in Dayton with
its newest branch located in
the Fairfield Commons Mall.
Larry Flax and Rick
.
Rosenfield are the entrepreneurs behind the restaurant.
As the restaurant grew in

popularity, the chain spread

slowly to other cities. California Pizza Kitchen has
grown to 25 restaurants in
the Midwest alone.
The west-coast theme
includes palm trees subtly
dotting the door, and an
impeccably dressed staff.
The open-air kitchen is
inviting for guests to watch

with its large stone pizza
oven. Patio seating adds to
the ambiance as well.
The decor is simple compared to the wall of windows which is entertainment for guests who enjoy
people watching. The
kitchen is ideal for this, in
that it is not located in the
food court. Where the
ambiance leaves the senses;
the menu picks up and goes
even further. The menu
includes over twenty types
of pizzas, which include old
favorites like cheese and
pepperoni, and new twists
like Jamaican jerk chicken.
The Jamaican jerk chicken
includes ingredients like
sweet Caribbean sauce, mozzarella cheese, applewood
smoked bacon, mild onions,

Carrey steps

g Krystle Barger

Features Editor
"I've got the power!" Jim
Carrey sings as he portrays
his character, Bruce Nolan.
All Bruce wanted was to
have better luck in life. He
grew tired of his mediocre
job, his mediocre car and

his mediocre life. Bruce felt
like God was simply a little
kid sitting on an anthill with
a magnifying glass burning
the ants and Bruce felt like
one of them. Bruce felt like
he had no control while his
girlfriend, portrayed by Jennifer Aniston, felt grounded
and happy with her life with
her boyfriend. Her only

unfulfilled wish was for

4)

Bruce to propose to her.
Bruce begins to receive
signs as he prays to God,
but was oblivious to them.
He finally realizes what is
going on, returns a page
{rom God and receives
instructions to a deserted
warehouse. Bruce soon
quickly learned all that God
had to deal with when he
was faced with the powers
of the All Mighty. He began
by improving his own life
and the breasts of his girlfriend, but eventually
learned that even his powers
were no match for love or
free will.
Bruce got even with some
local street punks, got the
car of his dreams, the job he

roasted red and yellow peppers, scallions and topped
with grilled Jamaican jerk
spiced chicken breast.

Other pizzas unique to

California Pizza Kitchen
include the BLT, pear and
gorgonzola, Peking duck,
and rosemary chicken potato. The restaurant even
prides itself on vegetarian

selections such as Vegetari-

an with Japanese Eggplant.
All of the pizzas come with
an original pizza dough or a
honey wheat dough.
Although California Pizza
Kitchen prides itself on the
quality of their pizzas, they

have other options that are

just as good.
All of the pizzas come in
one ten inch size except for

their specialty Neapolitan

•In;

pizza, which includes the
same amount of dough that
is stretched to a thinner 12

food guests get for the
price.
.The Kitchen offers cook-

inch size.

books to guests who are

Their pasta selections
include 13 specialties that
are unbelievably good tasting and look great on the

interested in trying recipes

plate. Their famous jamba-

laya pasta is made with

blackened chicken and
shrimp in a spicy Jambalaya
sauce with crawfish,
andouille sausage and tasso
ham served in linguini fini
and topped with fresh scallions.
Of the favorites at the
Kitchen include two focaccia
sandwiches and ten different salads.
The prices at California
Pizza Kitchen are affordable
compared to the amount of

at home. The cookbooks

cost $15.95. The books can
be purchased at the restaurant or on the company
website, www.cpk.com.
#eases
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God takes a break

has been lusting after and
lost his girlfriend. He traded
love in for posessions and
realized too late what would
have really made him happy.
The film is a look at what
an ordinary person would
do if they had the power of
God bestowed upon them,
and as most would do,

Bruce began by helping himself before helping others.

After a second piece of
advice from God, he realized
the errror of his ways and
began answering the millions of prayers echoing in
his mind. Even this though,
proves to be a daunting
challenge. He begins by
sorting them into files, then
,post-its and finally he uses a
little technology to sort
them into e-mails. There are
so many prayers to answer

that Bruce decides to give

everyone what they ask for,
regardless of what. they

asked for. This causes a stir

as the number of lottery
winners rise.
Bruce reaches a climax in
his humanity and asks God
to make his girlfriend
happy, even if that means
he can't be with her. He realizes that the job of God is
not all it's cracked up to be
and prays to be ridden of
his powers.
The movie is a lighthearted comedy that is raising
the bar on the quality of
Carrey's movies. The movie

Jim Carrey attends the world premiere of "Bruce Almighty" at the Universal
Amphitheater, Universal City in Los Angeles, California Wed., May 14, 2003.
is touching and hilarious
simultaneously. In it's first
weekend, it already made

double the profits of The
Matrix during the same
weekend. The movie is well

written and genuinely funny;
well worth the trip to the
first-run theaters.
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Come for the spoken poet-

ry, come for the free food, or

just come for the fun.
This Wednesday, May 28,
Nexus magazine will be presenting an open-mic poetry
reading, in The Rat, under
the Union Market in Wright
State's Student Union.
For those students that
attend, you can pick up a
free CD, entitled Rhythm and
Movement, a compilation of
Wright State students and
their spoken poetry. The
disk, which has already been
made, will be handed out the
night of the reading.
This is the first year for
the compilation CD, as Nexus
hopes that it will help bring
another good crowd to this
quarter's reading.
These open-mic poetry
readings happen once each
quarter. The last one was
with the Union Activities
Board, and was presented in
of a poetry slam. . ·
Donna Marbury, of the
Nexus, said that, "last quarter's poetry night drew about
fifty students, and that hopefully there will be a similar
group this quarter."
It is important that students know that anyone can
come and recite poetry. If
there are any students out
there that like to recite poetry aloud, this is a perfect
opportunity to come and display creative ability.
The evening will also be
accompanied with free food.
For anyone that is interested,
you can contact the Nexus at
775-5533.
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Counterfeit? keeps Martin Gore
reigning as king of cover albums
Justin Ling
Staff Writer
Martin Gore, one of the
founding members of electronic super rockers Depeche
Mode, recently continued his
solo project with the April 29
release of Counterfeit?, his
second album of influential
covers.
As a songwriter, Gore has
spent many years with his
band Depeche Mode, who are
considered to be some of the
founders of electronic rock.
Their mix of techno, elctronica and dark disco has made
them wildly popular, setting
them apart from the rest
rock for over a decade. In
1989, Gore stepped to the
side of his band mates and

recorded his fist series of

covers for his first solo
release called Counterfeit.
A year and a half after an
enormous tour with his band
and the release of Exciter,
their latest and highly successful album, Gore buckled
down into the studio to
record an innovative album
of songs that have affected
his style over time. "Without
some of the artists I've covered here, I wouldn't be writing the way I do," he said.
"They have all affected me at
some point, especially when I
was younger."
The album kicks off with
an especially dark and digitally manufactured version of
the traditional "In My Time of

these songs his own. But
there is no questioning of his
loyalty to each of his musical
heroes, however. It's obvious
from the careful handling of
melodies and meticulous
reconstruction that each
track is sacred to Gore, and

fans will know that he has

done eachofthese songsjustice.

The seventh track seems
nearly out place. Called "Lost
in the Stars," it is a piano
number wherein Gore
unleashes his powerful voice.
Performing in an almost
Broadway musical style, his

vocal talent shines through

and provides a definite highlight for the album. It's more
honest and ranks up with his
cover of John Lennon's "Oh
My Love" as the best song on
the album. These songs are
honest and a worthy tribute
to their originators.

With Counterfeit?, Gore

delivers a highly stylized tribute to his influences with an
easy mix of lighthearted progressions, heavy beats, thick
computer noise, industrialized keyboard and mature
vocals. Any Depeche Mode
fan will be delighted with
Gore's direction with these
classic tunes, and anyone
else should enjoy this friendly listen.

Martin Gore

NO COVER CHARGE!

Dying," accredited to tradi-

tional blues legend Blind
Willie Johnson. The song is
built around a dragging computerized bass line and lifted
up by the earnestness of
Gore's softly whining voice.
His cover of songs like Iggy
Pop's "Tiny Girls," Nick
Cave's "Lover Man" and
David Essex's "Star Dust"
confirm the aural air Gore
applies, making them spin at
the speed of light to make

Tuesday Kareoke w/AlMighty Todd!
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guaduating students a
$69.00 rate.
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English class holds marathon reading of Paradise Lost
Jon Burns
Feature Writer
If you have ever ached for
the opportunity to read John
Milton's poetry aloud, now is
your chance.
Beginnin g at 9:00 am, the
reading of Paradise Lost will
continue all day in the Millett
lounge. The last reading took
nearly ten hours to complete.
Presented by this quarter's
English 410 class, the reading
will be accompanied by door
prizes for attendees. These
include gift certificates to
Steak And Shake, TGI Fridays
and other area restaurants.
For those of you that get
hungry when you read, food
and snacks will be complimentary. Foods available
include breakfast from Panera
Bread, and later in the afternoon, pizza from Papa John's.
The reading will occur systematically, as readers will sit
within a circle. Reading
responsibility will pass from
person to person, with members joining and leaving at all
times. If there is a certain section or book that a person
prefers to read from, they
should be sure to be present

during that section.
In its original version, Paradise Lost was published as a
ten-book epic poem in 1667.
It proved to be quite popular,
and a year later was reissued
in a new printing. Six years
later, in 1674, shortly before
John Milton's death, the
poem's second edition was
published, divided into twelve
books instead of the original
ten.
Milton actually began writing it in the 1640's, but put it
aside shortly thereafter to
work for his local government.
At this time, epic poetry
has become very well established with the publication of
Homer's The Illiad and The
Odyssey, Virgil's The Aeneid.
Milton had read and studied
these poems extensively, and
deliberately imitated a number of features from each,
including the formal invocation to the muse that opens
the poem, heaven's council in
Book III, Book IV's war in
heaven, and the cataloging of
various items throughout the
poem.
Paradise Lost is written in a
verse form known as "blank

verse," a form that was mostly used by earlier English
poets, especially Shakespeare.

The majority of the poem's

lines do not rhyme, and are
written in a rhythm form
known as iambic pentameter,
where-in each line contains
ten syllables that alternate in
stresses.
The subject matter of Par-

There's something rising
from the rubble of the Dayton
music scene. The celestially
inspired spacerock band Lab
Partners are coming off strong

reviews from their third album
Daystar and are ready to

6851 Miller Lane
Dayton, OH 45414

Breckenridge
SR, 's 575it
When you come to Breckenridge, you're at the crossroads of it all.

• Great Location... Affordable Living

• Spacious 2 bedrooms

• Washer/dryer hook-ups available
• Laundry facilities on premises
• Walk in closets
• Plenty of storage space
• Private balconies
• Swimming pool
• Pets welcome
·24-hour emergency service
Close to WSU, WPAFB & 1-675

1-675 to Dayton-Yellow Springs Rd.

West to Funderberg Rd.
Tum right into Breckenridge

239 Orville Street
Fairborn, Ohio 45324

(937) 879-1581
Fax: (937) 879-4333

here Milton extrapolates on
the events that follow.
For those of you that want
to attend this marathon reading of Paradise Lost, join Dr.
Limouze this Friday, May 30,
at 9:00 am, in the Millett
lounge.

The Lab Partners

Staff Writer

(957) 890-0467

lost a war against God and
the forces of heaven. From

•

The Lab Partners rise from the
ashes of the Dayton music scene

Justin Ling

EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES AVAILABLE
APPLY WITHIN
WAITRESS, HOSTESS, AND KITCHEN POSITIONS

adise is the fall of Adam and
Eve. Milton elaborates on the
first books of Genesis, the
creation, Eden and the temptation of Adam and Eve.
The poem, however, does
follow the systematic progression of events within The
Bible. Milton begins the poem
with Satan's fall from heaven,
as he and his rebels have just

enter the ranks of Dayton's
best.
There must be something in
the water that allows for the
emergence of exceptional
bands from this small Midwestern city. Dayton is home
to the unpretentious, straightforward rock of prominent
indie veterans like Guided By
Voices and Swearing at
Motorists. Even some of the
founders of indie rock such as
Kim and Kelly Deal of The
Breeders are a proud product
of the Dayton area. And then
there is the post-new wave
punk rock of Brainiac and the
clever electo-pop tunes of
Enon that all came from this
area.
Stemmin g from the creative
influence of the early nineties
shoegazing bands like My
Bloody Valentine, Lab Partners
use a fuzzy wall of guitar
noise and complex drummin g
to drone out ornate riffs in
what Mike Smith,
guitarist/vocalist, describes as
"spaced out melodic rock."
Where they deviate is in their
ability to blend that familiar

sound with spacelike hums
and trippy song structure for
an ultimately dreamlik e aural
effect.
Lab Partners began in 1998.
They formed when Smith
hooked up with keyboardist
Amy Smith, a Wright State
graduate, gathered a couple
other band members. After a
few switches that included
current Enon drumm er Matt
Shulz, the band had its line up
that included to two Smiths,
drumm er Ian Kaplanand Mike
Volk on guitar. The group
released their self-titled debut
in 1999, and one year later
produced their sophomore
effort called Tum It On and
still doesn't have a bass player.
In the initial stages, the
band developed their experimental songs into a format
that would accommodate live
performance and took to the
stage. "We did a show in town
once where Kevin and I used
two amps each, runnin g them
in stereo and placing one on
stage each and the other two
behind the crowd," describes
Mike. "Amy would play repetitive bass lines and keyboard
drones while we bounced
sound back and forth between
the audience."
"We actually get a kick out
of seeing how far we can take
things and then taking it further," explains Mike. "That's
really the attitude most bands

should have: not caring the
least for what other people
think and just creating and

doing what you want. Other-

•

wise what's the point?"
Earlier this year, they
released there third album
called Daystar on Big Beef
Records. Recorded in a Dayton
studio called Bison Studios, it
took around a year to complete. It was well worth the
time and effort, however when
great reviews from various
publications started rolling in.
The critics were very
impressed with their combination of stargazing and rock-

'n'roll attitudes. The success

and quality of the album
prompted a write up in the
prominent alternative music
magazine, SPIN Magazine this
past Feb. In the "Bands to
Watch" section, they were
pointed out as "Epic, old-style
dream pop, radioed in from
the spaceways of Dayton,
Ohio."
"Having something like that
is really good to help you get
better shows and more writeups," notes Amy.
Lab Partner's next show will
be a performance at Springf est
in Columbus on June 7. The
band is set to tour with Phaser
in July, and is working on new
songs. "We've got plenty of
new songs we're writing at the
moment," said Smith. "Trying
to get a rough idea of the next
record."

@
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Spor
Losses end baseball season
% Raiders end the
season with a
record of 21 wins
and 34 losses
Trent Montgomery
Staff Writer
In the double elimination
Horizon League tournament,
the Raiders run was short

out six. It was the one earned
run however that he had that
tied the game and sent it to
extra innin gs. On the other
hand his teammate's two

es. A season which was
plagued by up and down play
ended last Friday with a first
round loss to Butler and a
second round loss to Cleveland State.
Hosting the tournament
this year, the Raiders were
looking to get out to a good
start and use the home field
advantage. In the first round
the Raiders faced Butler, who
the Raiders had yet to beat
this season, losing all four
meetings. The Raiders were
the first to strike with a run
coming in the first inning of
play.
The innin g had been started by a lead off double from
senior center fielder Chris
Tuttle. Tuttle then made his
way to third when junior
shortstop Trent Matthews
grounded out. Sophomore
catcher Bryan Vickers then
grounded out sending Tuttle
home and producing the first
run of the game. Unfortunately, it would be the only
run of the game for the
Raiders, as they would struggle to produce anymore runs.
Butler would struggle to
find offense also and didn't
even score their first run

for the winning run to score.
From the plate it was
freshman Justin Wilson who
led the way with three hits.
Wilson was followed by Tuttle and freshman Chris Coleman who each had two hits
apiece. These three players
alone combine for seven of
the teams' ten hits in the
game.
The 2-1 loss sent the
Raiders to the losers' bracket
where they would face Cleveland State. The Raiders had
just came off a series with
the Vikings the weekend
before in which the Raiders
had taken two of three games
and were looking for some of
that success again in the Friday match up between the
two teams.
Just like the game before
the Raiders were able to
jump out to an early lead.
This time it was Matthews
who was able to score off of
a Vickers double in the first
making it 1-0 in favor of the
Raiders. Then it was the
Vikings with a run of their
own to tie the game at one in

lived with back to back loss-

until the bottom of the ninth

®

with two outs, to send the
game to extra innin gs. Once
they had the game tied the
Bulldogs sealed the deal with
a run in the tenth when they
capitalized on two Raider

errors to get the winning run

home. Thus the Raiders were
only one out away from a
first round win and then
things fell apart.
Junior standout Casey
Abrams pitched a complete
game giving up only seven
hits, two runs, only one of
which was earned, and struck

errors in the tenth allowed

the top of the second, but the

Raiders answered back with a
run of their own in the bottom of the inning to regain

the lead 2-1.

The Vikings struck again
though and scored two more
runs to take the lead in the

fourth, 3-2. After two score-

less innings the Raiders
would recapture the lead in
the seventh when Tuttle
drove home junior Matt
Barhorst and freshman Adam
Morton. That would be it for
the Raiders however and
unfortunately the Vikings
still had a little left as they

would tie the game with a

run in the eighth and then

Jeff Telmanik (20) freshman catcher, awaits instruction.
grab the victory with another
in the top of the ninth.
This game it was junior
Aaron Braden who got the
start, going seven innings giving up eleven hits and four
runs while striking out two
batters. The loss however
went to freshman Chris Snyder who gave up three hits
and one run in his two
innings worth of work.
With the loss the Raiders
end the season with a record
of 21 wins and 34 losses. It
marks the 25th time in Coach
Nischwitz's 29 year career
that his team has won 20
plus games. The game also
marked the final game for
seniors Kofi Gyimah, Chris
Tuttle, and Bill Johnson. With

Tuttle's three hits in his final
game as a Raider, he ends his
career with 302 hits, the only
Raider to have over 3 00 hits
in his career.
With the loss of these few
seniors the Raiders will be
looking to a lot of their
younger players to step it up
a notch. There is a strong
contingent of juniors who
have starting experience
which are returning and
should produce so much
needed leadership with the
loss of two of their top players.
Also of note four Raiders
were named to the All Horizon League teams. Making
the first team all league team
was Vickers, who lead the

Raiders in home runs with
13, RBI's (39), and slugging
percentage (.523). Tuttle and
Abrams then made second
team all league. Tuttle was
the teams' best hitter, hitting
.362 on the season and
Abrams led the league in
strikeouts with 158. Freshman Pat Masters who made
the All-Newcomers team as
he had an impressive freshman campaign.

Place your
classified ad in the

Guardian today.
7TE--5557
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Get over it-Annika
Sorenstam.'s a worn.an
Justin Ross
Commentary
Attention: A woman is
playing on the PGA tour for
the first time in 58 years!
Annik a Sorenstam last week
played in the Colonial tournament, grabbing the
nation's headlines and filling
them with controversy. Other
professional golfers such as
Nick Price and Vijay Singh
also get attention for complaining that women
not be on the tour with men.
Why such controversy
now? A full three years since
the turn of the millennium?
There are women politicians,
astronauts, pilots, CEO's and
even women drivers. All of

should

these activities women par-

take in with the company of
men.
I do not understand why
these guys are so upset a
woman is teeing off next to
them. She is the best female
golfer in the world, it's not
like she is the Anna

·nme

Kournikova of golf.
I honestly thought we
would be past this same ole
sexist crap by now. "This is a
man's tour," said Singh.
"There are guys out there trying to make a living. It's not-a
ladies' tour."
Well I'm sorry Vijay, but if
you are expecting to make a
living off of beating other

golfers, then women should

count. Golfing is the only
environment I can think of
where I would not be afraid
of an athletic woman
approaching me with a
crooked iron stick. Golf is
also kind of a gender neutral
sport. It is not like football or
basketball where height and
weight are key attributes.
A poll following Sorenstam' s elimination from the
tournament, by the way she
shot five-over-par after two
rounds, asked if she proved
that she can play in the tournament. Almost 40,000 people voted, 36 percent of

which said she cannot, 33
percent said it proved she

could and the remaining 30

percent said it proves nothing.
•
It seems to me that since
she did not play her best
golf, easy to understand considering the whole world was
breathing down her neck,
and that 3 7 other men (12 of
whom she beat) were eliminated with her, I think she is
deemed worthy to play.
Think about it; are the other
men not worthy of PGA golf
because of one tournament?
We are not expecting her to
go toe-to-toe with Tiger
Woods, just let her play if
she wants to and can compete with the men.
One additional thought,
now that women will be in
the tour men will start watching what they wear and stop
wearing those goofy looking

pants.

.xciusIve

Sure...
Your education has given you wings.
But we've got what you really want...
wheels.
Did you

know

•

10,000 free

frequent flyer miles
from United irlines
just for graduating
/

It's simple, easy and best of all, free!
Visit www.theguand iannlire.corm/grackzn and click Free Frequent Flyer Miles.
We:tell you how t» ctaam your tr@e ·grad:tor
gradzone
s u #
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Wright State fans wanted
Hopes for a sold out Nutter Center Arena for a men's or women's basketball game
Alison Sipiorski
Guest Commentary
We've all seen the crazed
college basketball fans
screaming at ESPN's cameras
• during the NCAA tournament. Their faces are painted
with their schools colors,
their pointer fingers are up
and you can see them
mouthing, "WE'RE NUMBER
l!" That team they are cheering for could be Wright State
University's men's basketball
team and that fan could be
you.
Collegiate athletics can be
a huge moneymaker for most
Division I schools. Men's basketball usually pulls in large
chunks of change for their
respective colleges. The key
to profiting from sports is
fan loyalty. The key to fan
loyalty is team success and
tradition. When a school is
doing well in sports students
are more willing to attend
the games and show more
school pride. A successful
sports team can attract students to a college just for
their sheer desire to be a
part of the fan mania.
•
Wright State University
has been losing fan support
for the men's and women's
basketball teams consistently
over the past couple seasons.
Both teams' losing records
have made it tougher to gain
fan support. The men's team
posted a final record of ten
wins and 18 losses. The
men's home game attendance peeked at 6,767 people on Jan. 16 for their game
against Butler University. The
lowest home game attendance bottomed out at 3,043
people on Nov. 23 for their
game against Akron.
The women's team has a
considerably smaller crowd.
The women's team finished
the season with eleven wins
and 17 losses. Their attendance peeked at 346 people
for their game against the
University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee on Jan. 23. The lowest attendance occurred on
• Feb. 17 when they played the
University of Detroit; there
was a shockingly low 116
fans in attendance.
A losing record cannot be
the only reason for loss of
fan support. Student support
has dwindled to a select few
Rowdy Raiders. One can
account this to the busy
lifestyle of the average WSU
student. Many students who
attend WSU are juggling multiple jobs, school, family and
social life. Quite a few stu-

dents are also involved in the
military, which is a full time
commitment.
Other students are
involved in Greek organizations, the Student Government and other miscellaneous activities that take up
a large chunk of their time.
While all of these organizations are time-consuming
and important to their
respective members, people
are usually willing to make
time for extracurricular outings and hobbies, no matter

change. "We want the community and students to get
to know Coach Biancardi. A
kind of grass-roots campaign." Cusack believes that
a successful fan following
starts with getting the word
out about the school and of
course wins will come and
help bring more fans in.
The women's basketball
team is attempting to turn
its program in the right
direction. Coach Brigitte
Williams is pushing her players to be the best they can.

One reason for the low attendance at games could be the
traditional lack of general
interest in women's sports. It
is a constant struggle for

many women's sports at any
level to gain as much support
as their male counterparts.

See WANTED I Page 18

Setters Sports & Lounge
Setter's Summer Volleyball Leagues!
Leagues Start June 16th
~~~

at www.daytonvbc.com

Info

email: setters_vball@hotmail.com
Call Mark at 307-1277
Refs Needed!
Summer Leagues Start in June

A\or-Fr 2-7 Happy Hour- $100 12oz draft
Open Daily at 2pm, Closed Sundays • Pool tables and dart boards
6 Outdoor Sand Volleyball Courts

Call for more info: 228-2255 •

1008 Gateway Dr.,
$±

Dayton
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"Now Featuring Dayton's Most

Extensive Pub Menu =

,

Steaks, BBQ, Fish n' Chips, Chicken,

Pizza, Shrimp,Wings, Burritos, Salads
and Burgers
Did we forget anything?
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~
;

THE BEST BEER IN DAYTON
IS MADE HERE IN DAYTON

'

( and only minutes from Wright State)
45 West Alex-Bell Rd. in Centerville -1-675, Exit 4

c
S
2
The Jan. 6 game with Raiders vs Loyala. Empty stands
show the lack of team support.
how busy their schedule.
Wright State basketball
games however are obviously not a top priority for
most students.
Wright State's men's basketball coach, Ed Schilling

was recently replaced by

Paul Biancardi who is predicted to turn the losing
record around. Mike
Cusack, athletic director for
Wright State, said that hiring of Biancardi is just the
beginning of the changes
happening on the men's
basketball front.
"We want to start small,
reaching the individual. We
want to re-educate everyone
about Wright State athletics
and then entice them to the
games", said Cusack when
asked what approach the
athletic department was
making on the coaching

Late R istration for
Summer 2003 has Changed
• ON-TIME Registration

In-person, TREG (phone) and
Web Registration
LATE Registration with a $20 late fee,
In-person and TREG (phone)

• Audit and Golden Age Registration,

In-person and TREG (phone}, Beginning

at 8.00 a.m., no late fee

June 16- 17
June 18

July 22
July 23

Late Registration and tits for A,C and I terms end at t5:00 p.m,
Friday, June 13 and Tuesday. July 22 at 700 p.r. for B team.
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Stephanie Salas
Year/Position/Sport:

Sophomore/First Base/Softball
Hometown/High School:

Cincinnati/McAuley

&'

S

Favorite sport other than
Softball: Baseball

Favorite TV show: Friends

6

so
~

Favorite song: "Idiot
Boyfriend" -Jimmy Fallon

Favorite player in your
sport: Cat Osterman

:Co~

..,

S&'
~

Birthday: 3-17-83

Favorite athlete: Derrick Jeter
Favorite drink: Sprite
Favorite sports team: The
Reds or The Yankees

Major/Minor: Biomedical
Engineering

Favorite actor: Jim Carey

Nickname: Tex Mex

Favorite actress:
lock

Why you chose WSU: The
team, its program, and the
atmosphere

Favorite movie: Dirty
Dancing

Best part of your game:
Offense

Favorite ice cream flavor:
Peanut Butter Chocolate Chip
Hobbies: Watch Movies

Sandra Bul-

Most memorable moment in
your sport: Hitting the winning Home Run against Cleveland State in the Horizon
League Championship

From WANTED I

Clams, Wings,
. Shrimpand
Oyster Roasts

(937) 434-0293Fax

Dayton,

Moving Back Home?
Call to reserve your truck or van today.

Lifetime goals/dreams: To
become a Biomedical Engineer
and have a family
Where do you see yourself in
ten years: Traveling around
the world

Page 17

Nevertheless, Wright State
needs to find a way to attract
more fans to the Nutter Center seats. More fans will
EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES AVAILABLE
mean more money for the
APPLY WITHIN
school and athletic departWAITRESS, HOSTESS, AND KITCHEN POSITIONS
ment. More fans could also
lead to additional students
(937) 434-9464
453 Miamisburg-Centerville Rd.
who want to come to the uniOH 45459
versity for the sheer honor of
'--------------------------- · saying they go to Wright
.
.
State.
School spirit may start
with basketball, but it certainly does not have to end
there. There are plenty of
other spectator sports at

5-fs

Part of your game that needs
improvement: Mental toughness

Favorite food: Fettuccine
Alfredo

=(D

Most embarrassing moment
in your sport: Tripping while
running to second base
«@

·

Wright State that are searching for bigger audiences.
Women's volleyball, men's
and women's soccer, baseball, softball, golf, cross
country /track,
swimmin g/ diving and tennis
are also looking to gain more
of a fan following. WSU
offers sporting events to
attend anytime of the year. If
the attendance goes up for
the basketball games, it
could also rise for the other
sports.
Wright State is a Division I
college with a lot going for it

some athletes feel when
their audience consists of
only five people. As a student, I also understand
that there are numerous
commitments that everyone has to juggle. Priorities
are priorities, and sporting
events may be low on the
priority list. Perhaps, there
could be a happy medium 4

DID YOU SAY SUSHI BAR
AND THAI CUISINE?
10% off one-way

reached.

rentals with this ad.

(er_]
Truck Rertal

No extra rental fees

for 18 year old drivers.

NOW OPEN

Free unlimited mileage
on one-way rentals.

Beavercreek

Kettering

Fairborn

937-426-6612

937-299-2694

937-878-0085

academically and athletically_l,
It is a fact that due to the
relatively young age of the
university, it lacks nostalgia
and tradition, compared to
its neighbor, The University
of Dayton, but that should
not be an excuse for lack of
interest in the sporting
events. The athletes devote
enormous amounts of time
in practice, games and miscellaneous events to bring
respect and pride to this
school.
As an athlete myself, I can
relate to the disappointment

IN THE OREGON DISTRICT
llBrown Street
(937)-222-3227

" %,

Maybe, if every student
attended one sporting
event a quarter, they could
gain a respect for the sport
and that might spark more
interest. There has to be a
way to get more butts in
those stadium seats. Let's
hope that a solution is
found soon.

Lunch

CUISINE

&

of THAILAND

SUSHI RESTRAUNT

M-F 1 lam-2:30pm
Dinner

Su-Th 5pm-9:30, F-Sa 5pm-I0pm

Classified ad?

77--5557
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Employ e.m
• DP&L -Join our Meter
Reading Team. DP&L has
part time opportunities
for meter readers in all of
our Dayton Service Operations. In this position
you will earn: A competitive wage, Incentive
bonuses, Flexible scheduling, Uniforms at no cost,
Mileage reimbursement.
For more information,

please call 1-800-7774427.

-

NEEDED, STUDENTS
WHO WANT TO EARN
$300-$500 A WEEK,

PART _TIME. Helping people in the "Preventive
Legal Services". Go to the
web @ ww.rar2.com or

call 800-331-8981

NCR Country Club now
• hiring for senior club

servers. Experience a plus,

not necessary. Competitive
pay and benefits. Apply in
person Tues-Sat 10-11am,
and 2-4pm. 4435 Dogwood Trail, Kettering, Oh
45429.
CAMP TAKAJO for boys,
Naples, Maine.
Picteresque lakefront location, exceptional facilities.

Mid-June thru midAugust.

Over 100 coun-

selor positions in tennis,
baseball, basketball,
lacrosse, golf, flag football, roller hockey, swimming, sailing, water skiing, archery, ceramics, art,
camp newspaper, music,

photography, videogra

$10,000.00 for the season!
Stay in shape and get a
tan! Telescope
Pictures/Shoretown Studio
NEEDS energetic, competitive, fun, highly motivated,
athletic, outgoing, team-

oriented people. No experi-

ence necessary!!! Housing
Available. For more infor-

GROUNDS PERSON NEEDED. Grounds person needed for a brand new luxury
apartment community in
Beavercreek. Great position for a student on sum-

.mer break. Monday
through Friday 8am to

5pm, no weekends. $8.00
an hour. Apply in person
at 302 5 Fountain Drive,.
Beavercreek, Ohio 45431.
Located behind Lowes.

mation visit our website

$14.15 base-appt. guaran-

and APPLY ON-LINE
www.beachtownstudio.com
for Ocean City, MD
www.shoretownstudio.com
for Wildwood, NJ or call
1.800.652.8501. E.O.E

teed starting pay.
Fun work environment
with other students. 10-40
hours/week around classes/other job. Co-ops/

Camp Staff

Resident camp for youth
with diabetes. Work one or
two weeks. July 27-Aug.
16. General and special
staff positions. Call CODA

1-800-422-7946 or 1-614-

884-4400 or email at

Scholarships awarded, conditions exist. Customer

service/sales, no telemarketing, no door-to-door

sales. No experience necessary, we train. Must have

positive attitude and good
people skills.
www.workforstudents.com
Call Monday-Friday, 9-5,

coda@diabetesohio.org

937-436-3580

Childcare needed for 11
and 15 year old boys in

Depenndable Childcare

our Springboro home.
Early June- late August.

female student to hangout
with 14 & 12 yr. old girls
in by Centerville/Washington Township home for
summer months. Typical

FULL or PART TIME. Full
time Mon-Thurs. 7:30am5:30pm OR part-time 2 or
3 days per week. Drivers
license and car required.
Call 937-748-0997 or email
mwilliams@woh.rr.com
Vending route, 100 locations charity sponsored.
Net $36,000 and help find
missing children. Cost

$5000.00. 1-800-853-7155

Needed: looking for

hours 8:30am-5:30pm but
flexible. Need care on
Thursdays and Fridays.
Additional days and
months available, if
desired. Must have own
car. Bendfits: Good pay,
low maintenance girls,
neighborhood pool access.
References required. Call
9370885-4877 (home) or

937-656-9314 (work)

signl 99.com

room/board, travel includ-

Call 1-800-250-8252
or submit application on-

ed.

line at www.takajo.com.

Bartender Trainees
Needed. $250 a day
potential. Local positions.

1-800-293-3985 ext. 298

MER JOB".Earn up to

or http://www.webde-

• phy, radio/electronics,
nature study, weight
training, woodworking,
theater, rock climbing,
ropes course, secretarial,
nanny. Salary,

a a a al a gs a a, a a al

Work on the BEACH in
Ocean City, MD or Wildwood, NJ at "THE
WORLD'S GREATEST SUM-

Wanted: Summer child
care for 6 and 11 year old
girls in Kettering to start
2nd week in June. Hours:

7:30-9:00am, 3:00-6:00pm,
M-F. Job requires getting
kids ready and taking
them to camp. Good driving record and reference
required. Call 937-689-

Buying or selling something? Buy a classified ad
froni The Guardian. Call

7 75-5537.

Tutor in conversational
Spanish needed for a third
year, senior citizen in
Spanish. Native speaker
preferred. Call 233-3245
and leave a message, if no
one answers. Or email

...1253 for more.mf........../®S®'Y!PE..
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Business. OpportunityIndependent Telecom

Marketing Representative. Become an independent rep for largest privately owned telecommunications company. You willpersonally market company' s services and products, recruit and build

sales team. Extensive per-

sonal, technical and training support provided.
Receive ongoing residual
income on every product
and service sold. Receive
additional income (100%
commission, bonuses,
incentives) recruiting and
building a sales team.

Hey Girls! Need those
roots thouched up? We
love to do color and highlights at UDesigns. 1139

Brown Street, Dayton. Call
for an appointment. 2284380
HUMAN CLUB: You have
been a member since you
took your first breath.
How you participate is
what will give life meaning. www.humanclub.org

Qualifications: Entrepre-

neurial mindset, results
oriented, motivated,
focused, energetic, hardworking, personable, honest, team player. Phone
and computer required.
Please email resume to
renee@carreersuccessstrategies.com Phone:

1-800-806-2188 (local)

STUDENTS Short on cash?
Save on haircuts with student I.D. at UDesigns.
1139 Brown Street, Dayton
Call us for details and

appointment. 228-4380
Abortions thru 24
weeks. Free pregnancy
test. 1401 Stroop Rd. 293-

3917. www.womensmed-

center.com.

Roommate Special! 2BR/2
Bath with paid utilitiesonly $685/mo! Exciting

downtown living, on-site
parking, exercise facility,

swimming pool, 24-hour

laundry, short-term leases
and more. We're more
than just a view! EHO.
Managed by Gold Key
Realty Company. Oregon

Place Apartments 224-

WANTED: Customers for
Great Coffee, Ice Coffees
Smoothies, Chai Tea &

Deserts. Excellent Bene-

fits; Good Prices, Warm
Atmosphere. Apply at the
GYPSY CAMP COFFEE
HOUSE Honors Hall Retail
Center Rm. S-210 above

the C-Store, www.gypsydetails. M-F
10am- 10pm, Sun 12pm-

9776

camp.com for

For Rent: Small 2 bedroom

10pm · 775-3170

house on Emmons Ave.
South of Rt. 3 5 between
Smithville and Linden. 10
min from WSU. 700 per
month. No deposit. 5
rooms, 1 full bath. Fenced

in yard for pets. Call Barbara 304-9584
Belmont 10 min. from
WSU/WPAFB. $455/mo.
(Heat, Water & Trash
removal included). A/C,
Laundry. Two bedroom
apt. avail. NOW! (Move in
special.) call 609-6622

Student Assistance Program. Durham Corporation wants to assist college students with
expenses associated with
college from a $2,000
monthly commission, and
also a free medical program that includes dental, vision, and prescriptions. For details, send a
L.S.A.S.E. to: Durham
Corp., 8912 E. Piccacle
Peak Rd. PMB #138
Scottsdale, AZ 8 5 255
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Fuel Your Future

Just like you, we
like late. nights.

u
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: Large Grilled
Free Breadsticks
: Chicken Alfredo
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Pizza
$10.99
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with a Large 1
Topping Pizza at
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Self improvement is a way of life for Air National Guard members.

.

ways the Air National Guard can help you meet your educational and personal goals.
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Located in the lobb of the Frederick White Center"
Reasons Why WSU PHARMACY is the ONLY Pharmacy You'll Ever Need:
• We stock many of the popular over-the-counter remedies, usually in· their
generic forms.
•We receive daily orders, so ordering medical supplies and medications for
you if you need us to do so is very easy. We can order a wide range of
medical supplies, such as bathroom safey, braces and supports, cervical
support, diabetes care, hosiery, incontinence urologicals, ostomy,wound
management, and other areas as well.
•We give a 10 percent discount to WSU students.
•We accept checks, MasterCard, VISA, and Discover cards.
·The average wait for your perscription is under 10 minutes and often
5
•We now accept the Wright One Card - with Flex dollars.
•We accept virtually any health plan from anywhere in the United States

minutes.

,

Also located in Fred White:
INTERNAL MEDICINE/ PEDIATRICS: X4580
(SECOND -!FLOOR)

MOST MAJOR HEALTH INSURANCES ARE ACCEPTED.
Student Health: x25.52
(1st Floor Fred White)
Wendy McGonical, Nurse· Practitioner
Rose Fagan, Nurse Practitioner

Call us at Et 3414 to discuss transforming existing prescriptions or what information we will need to file an
electronic claim with your insurance.

www .wright.edu/admin/fredwhite/pharmacy/

